
JUST GO!
Micro SDHC / SDXC

Special memory card for action cameras
Action camera has become a hot newcomer in the 
field of photography. It is very versatile that it can 
be installed on bikes and helmets. Dedicated to 
sports lovers, Team Group releases the GO Card, a 
memory card made especially for action cameras. 
It can capture and preserve all your wonderful 
memories, while expanding the memory capacity 
of the action camera swiftly and easily.
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Memory Card Series
GO Card - Micro SDHC/SDXC



JUST GO!
Unleash the speed, “GO”!
Team Group GO Card for action cameras is 
compliant with UHS Speed Class 3 (U3). The 
read speed is up to 100MB/s, and the write 
speed is up to 50MB/s. You can also use SD 
adapter and USB 3.0 high speed reader for 
more versatility and better transfer 
performance.

4K high quality, “GO”!
Team Group GO Card for action cameras is 
fast, high performance and rated UHS Speed 
Class 3 (U3). It is the best partner for action 
camera users. With the performance Full 
HD* and 4K* high quality video needed, 
users are able to capture in 4K ultra high 
quality or 240 frames per second. When 
using GO Card, you can immediately enjoy 
the smooth recording and video playback 
experience, freely capture wonderful 
moments in life.
* Compatible device required. 4K Ultra HD (3840x2160) 
and Full HD (1920x1080) video support may vary based 
upon host device, file attributes, and other factors.

4 trustworthy protections
Team Group GO Card for action cameras is 
built for use and last in extreme 
environments. It offers 4 trustworthy 
protections: water proof, dust proof, x-ray 
proof and cold resistant. The memory card 
will still remain undamaged and offers long 
lasting storage performance even if the 
device is broken. So users’ wonderful 
memories can be completely preserved 
without losing any bit. We have also done 
compatibility tests with each action camera 
on the market using GO Card, therefore 
consumers can feel at ease and enjoy the 
fun of sports, capturing photos and videos.
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Capacity

Voltage

Operation Temperature

Storage Temperature

Data Transfer Rate

Weight

Dimensions

Operating System

Write protect

Warranty

32GB / 64GB / 128GB / 256GB / 512GB / 1TB[1]

2.7V ~ 3.6V

-25˚C ~ 85˚C 

-40˚C ~ 85˚C

Read: up to 100MB/s ; Write: up to 50MB/s[2]

1g

15.0(L) x 11.0(W) x 1.0(H) mm

Micro SDHC
• FAT32 format
• Supports only products with the microSDHC logo or 

slots complying with microSDHC memory cards.
• Supports only products with SDHC logo or slots 

complying with SDHC memory cards. (adaptor required)

Micro SDXC
• exFAT format
• Supports only products with the Micro SDXC logo or 

slots complying with Micro SDXC memory cards.
• Supports only products with SDXC logo or slots 

complying with SDXC memory cards. (adaptor required)

Micro SD (No)
Micro SD to SD Adapter (Yes)

Lifetime warranty

[1] Part of the capacity of FLASH storage products will be used for formatting or other functions, and the displayed 
capacity in the operating system will be less than the actual storage capacity due to unit conversion. It is 
recommended to calculate the actual storage capacity based on this equation: total bytes/1024/1024/1024.

[2] Transmission speed will vary according to different hardware / software conditions, therefore the data can only 
used for basic reference.

※The format for optimal usage might be different based on the devices. To ensure the proper work of the card, please do 
the formatting before applying to the device. We reserve the right to modify product specifications without prior 
notice.

Special memory card for action cameras
Supports 4K High quality shooting
Outstanding transfer performance
Water proof, dust proof, x-ray proof and cold resistant
New printing technology. Fulfill the goal of an eco-friendly product
Lifetime warranty

Contribute in helping the planet with an 
eco-friendly product
GO Card is adopting new printing 
technology, so there are no multiple 
screens required when printing with multi 
colors. During the manufacturing process, 
not only the color inkjet heat transfer 
printing is screen free, but we are also 
using eco-friendly inks to protect our 
environment and brining beautiful colors to 
consumers.

Ultra HD

4K

Main Feature
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Specification

WARRANTY

WARRANTY

LIFE
TIME
limited

Speed up to

100MB/s100MB/s



www.teamgroupinc.com

Above technical information is based on industry standard data and tested to be reliable. However, Team makes no warranty, either 
expressed or implied, as to its accuracy and assumes no liability in connection with the use of this product.
Team reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time without prior notice.

Address: 3F, No.166, Jian 1st Rd., Zhonghe Dist., 
New Taipei City 23511, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Tel: +886-2-82265000 Fax: +886-2-82265808
mail: sales@teamgroup.com.tw / rma@teamgroup.com.tw
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Ordering Information
Team P/NCapacityDescription

TGUSDH32GU302

TGUSDX64GU302

TGUSDH128GU302

TGUSDX256GU302

TGUSDX512GU302

TGUSDX1TU302

TGUSDH32GU303

TGUSDX64GU303

TGUSDX128GU303

TGUSDX256GU303

TGUSDX512GU303

TGUSDX1TU303

TEAM GO MICRO SDHC 32GB UHS-I U3 
SPEED  RETAIL W/0Adapter

TEAM GO MICRO SDXC 64GB UHS-I U3 
SPEED  RETAIL W/0Adapter

TEAM GO MICRO SDHC 128GB UHS-I U3 
SPEED  RETAIL W/0Adapter

TEAM GO MICRO SDXC 256GB UHS-I U3 
SPEED  RETAIL W/0Adapter

TEAM GO MICRO SDHC 512GB UHS-I U3 
SPEED  RETAIL W/0Adapter

TEAM GO MICRO SDHC 1TGB UHS-I U3 
SPEED  RETAIL W/0Adapter

TEAM GO MICRO SDHC 32GB UHS-I U3 
SPEED  RETAIL W/1Adapter

TEAM GO MICRO SDXC 64GB UHS-I U3 
SPEED  RETAIL W/1Adapter

TEAM GO MICRO SDHC 128GB UHS-I U3 
SPEED  RETAIL W/1Adapter

TEAM GO MICRO SDXC 256GB UHS-I U3 
SPEED  RETAIL W/1Adapter

TEAM GO MICRO SDXC 512GB UHS-I U3 
SPEED  RETAIL W/1Adapter

TEAM GO MICRO SDXC 1TB UHS-I U3 
SPEED  RETAIL W/1Adapter

32GB

64GB

128GB

256GB

512GB

1TB

32GB

64GB

128GB

256GB

512GB

1TB


